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MASS TRANSFER KINETICS IN LITHIUM-STAINLESS STEEL SYSTEMS

i\uscar,tctc s ta inless s tee l s have beisn studied uslrtt; lithium chur.ndl-convectlon loops thac .illaw
periodic specimen uxamlnatlon wlchouc si;>nif Icaacly disrupting Che lithium flow. \'el.;>ht change
measurements were rada is -\ function or nxpusur; cinte Co char sccrtri.se the teaeclon klneclcs of
both che dissolution and deposition processes. \ ,iower cur.'" law was found Co nccur i te l / describe
the weight loss and ipln hehavioc uver the onctre (jxpoHtir^ incerv.il whereas boch power curve and
st ra ight linn fics adeuiiacely reflected Che weight changes as a function o£ Clme at Longer axpo-

. However, weight changes ultimately appruaclied a steady scatu. In which the dissolution and
deposition rates are constant (that Is , the weight changes were linearly proportional to exposure
time). *n Arrlientus analysis of Che dissolution rice:: from a loop experiment. In which the mxi-iLi

.»-y>4 loop temperature was varied while the AT remained fixed yielded an apparent activation energy can-
e > : ; ' s l s t en t with a phase boundary reaction as the rate deCarralnins; s tep . Decerain.ition of sceady-

s ta te deposition rates for the long-cerm loop oxperiuiencs showed Chat the maximum rate of weijh:
] gain was generally noc at the minimum temperature specimen posit ion.
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INTRODUCTION
1. Because of the possible applications of
liquid lithium in fusion technology, there has
been a renewal of interest in corrosion by chis
molten metal. This interest arose from the
face that corrosion and corresponding mass
cransfer effects can he a critical element In
the use of molten LI China as a trie turn breeding
fluid and/or coo Lane In fusion reactors. The
lithium corrosion studios done in response to
these possible fusion applications have malnLy
concentrated on ferrous alloys in static and
flowing environments at 400 to 7QQ*C and were
recently reviewed (refs. 1,2). Earlier studies
with lithium-ferrous alloy systems (ref. 3)
were generally conducted at higher temperatures
with poorer control (and understanding) of
Impurity effects.

2* In this paper, further results on the mass
transfer of type 316 stainless steel in puri-
fied, thermally convective lithium are prasont-
ed in terms of weight change measurements as a
function of time and temperature using data
from several loop experiments. These data are
then analyzed and compared to prloc results to
characterize the kinetic nature of the dissolu-
tion and deposition processes, if excessive,
such reactions can lead noc only to significant
wall thinning and/or loss of mechanical integ-
rity by dissolution, but also to severe flow
restrictions and concentrated radionucllde ac-
cumulation outside the reactor core structure.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
3. The corrosion results presented below were
obtained using Lithium thermal convection loops
of Che type shown schematically in Fig. 1. The
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privautly owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, rccom-
meadatkxi, or favorini by the United Slates Government or any agency thereof. The visws
•ad opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
VmHai Slates Government or any agency thereof.


